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PREFACE 

Knowledge in linguistics has grown greatly since, in the early 1970s, introduct
ory linguistics courses began to be commonly taught to college undergraduates, 
and introductory linguistics textbooks have tried to present more and more of 
this knowledge, much of it in increasingly abbreviated form. 

In this time, also, the place of linguistics in the college curriculum, and students 
of linguistics, have changed. Linguistics has become perceived as less arcane and 
esoteric, and student life is more competitive. More students enroll in introduct
ory linguistics classes because they need these, whether as the foundation of their 
major field of study, as a requirement of a major in another field, or because 
linguistics is perceived as relevant for a career - in language teaching or other 
areas of education, in audiology and speech science, communication fields, com
puter science, and cognitive psychology, for example. As a result, students are 
more demanding; they want teachers and textbooks to be very clear about both 
the content and the goals of lessons. Reasonably, they want to know what the 

point is, and they want to get to the point. 
The structure and method of this book, therefore, is somewhat different from 

that of other introductory linguistics textbooks. First, it is more selective in its in
clusion of topics and subtopics, limiting these, with reasonable consideration to 
the tradition and expectations of the field, strictly to what the author considers to 
be essentials. Second, with this selectivity, it has been possible to present each 
topic with sufficient clarity and thoroughness, and, importantly, to organize, 

relate, and integrate topics with one another. 

Please notice that: 

■ Chapters are numerous compared to other such books, 28, but relatively
short, as seems appropriate for units of study.

■ Each chapter is strictly organized, and this organization is made very clear:
each chapter begins with a statement of its major content and goals, and
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the structure of each chapter is overt with use of numbered and labeled 
sections, each of which rarely exceeds a few paragraphs in length. 

■ Wherever possible, information is presented as a list of points and subpoints.
■ Points are amply exemplified and illustrated, often in numbered lists.
■ When first raised, new concepts and terms are in bold type, and defined.

A number of topics reappear from chapter to chapter, and are cross-
referenced.

■ New concepts and terms are also listed at the end of each chapter.
■ The outline of each chapter is presented at the end of each, as a basis for

review. Topics of the outlines can be readily rephrased as study questions.
■ Finally, at the end of each.chapter there are recommended readings, and a

number of fairly short,· often objective, exercises. Sometimes secondary
poil)ts which expand on those of the main text are raised in conjunction
with these exercises ..

It is hoped, therefore, that the book will serve as a study guide as well as the 
textbook for a course. 

Chapters on 'core linguistics' areas of phonology, morphology, and syntax are 
distributed as follows: After chapters 2-7, two each on phonetics-phonology, 
morphology, and syntax, there are chapters on language acquisition, -brain and 
language, and animal communication. Then follow six more chapters on core 
linguistics, two each on phonology, morphology, and syntax-semantics. The 
12 chapters on core linguistics have been broken up in this way in order to 
illustrate applications and to motivate the study ·of descriptive and theoretical 
linguistics topics, as well as to more evenly distribute these more technically 
oriented chapters. 

Of course, teachers rarely agree completely on the proper content of the intro
ductory linguistics course, and many will disagree with the present selection. But 
with the strict and overt structure of this textbook, and with its short chapters, it 
should be relatively easy for teachers to omit chapters and/or their subunits, and 
to introduce and integrate additional topic$ in a coherent way. No doubt many 
teachers will choose to omit one or both of the chapters on writing (21, 22), that 
on the history of linguistics (28), perhaps that on animal communication,(12), on 
language families (25), or on universals of language (20). 

In a few ways, the content of introductory linguistics as well as its selection 
and presentation is differently conceived in this book. 

■ Chapter 1 provides a thorough introduction to the background concepts
of the sign and sign systems, using the original terminology of C. S. Peirce:
icon, index, and symbol. Other textbooks have avoided these terms, because
of_ their different meanings in ordinary language. Here, this difference be
tween technical, linguistic, and ordinary language usage has been made
an emphasis, and the nature of the sign is a topic which is returned �o in



several chapters, as one which connects areas of linguistics from structure, 
to learning, to change. 

• Chapter 1 also introduces the general nature of language through the six
characteristics of arbitrarin.ess, creativity, openness, duality, grammatical
ity, and cultural transmission, and these topics also come up again and
again in subsequent chapters - particularly that of the probable innate
ness of language in contrast to the more obvious characteristic of cultural
transmission.

■ Chapter 2, concerning phonetics, presents the palatal glide in its IPA [j]
symbolization versus more typical Anglocentric [y], in order to acknow
ledge international versus American usage, and to emphasize the difference
between phonetic and alphabetic writing.

■ Chapter 14 provides a thorough introduction to phonological (distinctive)
features, despite the difficulty of this topic and its perceived technical nature
by students, in the belief that this important aspect of the unique structure
of language is essential and must be made clear.

■ Chapters 15 and 16 introduce topics in morphology by a thorough survey
of processes of new word formation in English.

■ Chapters 21 and 22 provide a more complete treatment of writing systems
than is usual. It is well known that students usually find this topic of
interest, if most linguists do not. It seems important both to satisfy the
student interest, and to take advantage of it to emphasize the difference
between language and writing, and to emphasize for native English readers
the efficacy of non-alphabetic and non-European writing systems.

Finally, I hope that teachers will forgive, as a necessity, some simplification 
in the treatment here of a few important but potentially over-complex topics, 
including: 

■ the set of universal phonological features, for example, concerning their
binarity or not, phonological markedness, and the feature (here [peri
pheral] ), which distinguishes English 'tense/lax' vowel pairs;

■ the nature of lexical entries, presented here as traditional pairings of form
and meaning;

■ the nature and representation of morphophonemic alternations, with sup
pression of the possibility of rule ordering;

■ the proper relation between syntactic representation and sentence mean
ing; and

■ the treatment of several syntactic rules as raisings to 'specifier' nodes, and
the suppression of X-bar theory.

PREFACE XV 
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[pat) 'pot', [apt] 'opt\ and [tap] 'top'. (By the rules of English phonology, the 

three other possibilities [pta], [tpa], and [atp] are impossible.) 

3.4.5. Grammaticality.
Grammaticality is the characteristic of languages that they have rather strict

rules about how things may be said. Only certain sounds may be combined in
words,· and meanings have to be combined in certain ways, in words and sen
tences. As just noted, [pat] is a possible English word, but [pta] is not. To form a
question in English, one can say Are they here?, inverting the subject and verb,
but not Came they here?. As a consequence of choosing to express certain
meanings, languages require that certain other aspects of meaning, so-called 'gram
matical' meaning, be expressed. In English, for example, if a noun with plural 
meaning is mentioned its plurality must be expressed as a suffix on the noun. 

One can't say I ate two pear, even though the plurality of pear is obvious given 
mention of 'two', but must say I ate two pears. Other languages may not have 
this requirement, but they have others. The difference between grammatical and 
lexical meaning is a topic of chapter 4. 

All languages - and all stages of language including the earliest child language 
- have their particular such 'rules' of grammar. Utterances in the language which
follow the rules are said to be grammatical, and those which don't follow the
rules are ungrammatical.

3.4.6. Cultural transmission 
Languages differ from place to place in the world, and we have to learn the 

form appropriate for the place. This learning is called cultural transmission. If 
languages were completely instinctive or innate (genetically encoded in us), like 
knowing how to swallow, digest, or to recognize faces, languages wouldn't differ 

this way, and we wouldn't need to learn them. 
This cultural transmission of language in humankind contrasts with the 

innateness of the typical signs of nonhuman species, for example the basic songs 
of most birds or the signs of chimpanzees including facial expressions and a few 

vocalizations. Animal communication is the topic of chapter 12. 
Because language learning by children is almost completely spontaneous, very 

regular, and seemingly effortless, especially when considered in relation to the 
complexity of human language, it is certain that we come into the world with a 

considerable amount of innate knowledge tha� makes language learning possible: 
in some sense, expectations about what is a possible language. Perhc1ps even a 

significant if highly abstract part of our adult linguistic knowledge is innate to 

the human species - a controversial issue which comes up elsewhere in this book 

(chapters 9 and 20). But it is also certain that a significant part of language, also, 

is not genetically encoded but culturally transmitted, intensively if effortlessly, 

especially before age four, but throughout life. 
Because languages vary, and are learned, they always differ from generation to 

generation (the topic of chapters 23 and 24). The changed forms of language 
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persist as variants which distinguish the different varieties of language of social 

groups, including dialects (the topic of chapter 26), and as the different forms of 
language by which we express our understanding of different socjal circum
stances (the topic of chapter of 27). 

Suggestions for 
ADDITIONAL READING 

Charles Sanders Peirce's writings on his 
philosophy are notoriously obscure. His basic 
ideas on his theory of signs may be found in the 
chapter 'Logic as semiotic: the theory of signs'

(1897), in Philosophical Writings of Peirce, ed. 
by Justus Buchler (1955, pp. 98-120). A pres
entation of Peirce's theory in relation to lan
guage is found in chapter 1 of Raimo Anttila's 
Historical and Comparative Linguistics (1989). 
There is also James Jakob Liszka's A General 

Introduction to the Semeiotic of Charles Sanders 

Peirce (1996). 
there are other compact introductions to 

linguistics, for example Jean Aitchison's Teach 

Yourself Linguistics (1992), Richard Hudson's 

Invitation to Linguistics (1984), and R. L. Trask's 
Language: the Basics (1995). There are many text
books of introductory linguistics which, like this one, 
are written for students and include exercises, for 
example, Edward Finegan's Language: its Structure 

and Use (1994). 
On the characteristics of the nature of language, 

see the first chapter of Anttila (1972). Convenient 
reference works in which to find more information 
on this and other specific topics of this book are 
the International Encyclopedia of Linguistics (1992) 
edited by William Bright, The Linguistics Encyclo

pedia (1992) edited by Kirsten Malmkjaer, and 
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, edited 
by David Crystal (1987). 

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS AND 

TERMS IN THIS CHAPTER 

■ sign ■ phonology
■ form ■ phone
■ meaning ■ phonological feature
■ communication ■ phonological rule
■ language ■ morphology
■ speech ■ morphological rule
■ icon ■ syntax
■ index ■ parts of speech
■ symbol ■ syntactic rule
■ simple word ■ arbitrariness
■ complex word ■ displacement
■ morpheme ■ creativity



■ orthographic form
■ phonetic form

■ translation equivalent
■ synonym
■ mimetic word
■ lexicon
■ grammar
■ rule

■ openness
■ recursion
■ duality
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■ grammaticality
■ grammatical
■ ungrammatical
■ cultural transmission
■ innateness

OUTLINE OF 

CHAPTER 1 

1. Three basic concepts: sign, communication, and language
1. Sign 

2. Communication
3. Language

2. Signs

1. Three types of signs
1. Icon
2. Index
3. Symbol

2. Linguistic signs
1. Morphemes
2. Symbolic nature of morphemes
3. Evidence for the symbolic nature of linguistic signs

1. Translation equivalents
2. Synonyms
3. Iconically expressible meanings
4. Exceptionality of iconic and indexical morphemes

3. Language
1. Two-part structure of sign systems
2. Three substructures of language

1. Phonology
2. Morphology
3. Syntax

3. Other types of linguistic structure
4. Six aspects of the general nature of language

1. Arbitrariness
2. Displacement
3. Creativity

1. Opennas
1. ·Rccunion

4. Duality
s. Grammaticality
6. Cultural tranuniuion
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EXAMPLES AND PRACTICE 

1. Logos for international development communication. The journal Develop

ment Communication Report introduced in its June 1981 issue the set of 'logos'

presented in figure 1.3. The Report defined logo as a 'visual symbol represent

ing an idea or concept'. According to the Report, the logos were 'created for

the Clearinghouse on Development Communication by Washington designer

Timothy Bradford Ward'. It says that logos are 'a kind of visual shorthand',

which 'guide readers quickly to subjects of special interest to them', and 'make it

easier for readers to scan the newsletter to get an idea of the content of the
articles'.

Notice some of the iconic, indexical, and symbolic aspects of these 'logos for 

international development communication'. 

a. The 'audiocassette' logo is basically iconic. It has the actual appearance of

an audiocassette.

b. The 'nutrition' logo is basically indexical. It has pictures of a fish, a fruit

or vegetable (a pineapple?), and a bowl of rice.

c. The 'information' logo is basically symbolic. It consists of the letter i,

which is only arbitrarily - in the English hmguage - associated with this
meanmg.

I YI Agriculrure

1,cf"g II Audiocassette

� Cin�ma �nd
mouon p1erure 

� Education and
human resources 

[@] Filmstrips
and 35mm 

l@I Folk media

[SJ Health

I � I Information

m Integrated
development 

� Interpersonal
communication 

IL I ��nologies

�N ..utntmn 

� Population and
family planning 

1£ SI Print media

�Radio 

I�, Satellite

lc.=11 lV/VTR

[i]Women in
development 

Figure 1.3 Logos for international development communication 

Source: Development Communication Repon, June 1981 
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Identify six more of the logos for international development communication, two 
which are basically iconic, two which are basically indexical, and two of which 
are at least partly symbqlic, and for each one say, as in the three examples above, 
what makes it iconic, indexical, or symbolic. 

2. Corporation logos. Corporation logos are visual signs whose meaning is the
corporation. A pair of examples is shown in figure 1.4, for Travelers Insuranc�
and AT&T.

Often these logos mix iconic, indexical, and symbolic aspects with the inten
tion to present a quick and clear impression of the product(s), service(s), name, 
and/or intended image of the corporation. Thus: 

a. The Travelers Insurance logo is an umbrella (red in color, actually). An
umbrella gives protection and so does insurance, so this may be under
stood as an indexical sign. The umbrella also looks sort of like a letter 'T',
possibly a symbolic sign, the initi;I letter of the word 'Travelers'.

b. The AT&T logo has the English letters 'A', 'T', and 'T', a symbolic sign,
and also a circle with lines crossing it. Perhaps the circle represents the
world, and the lines represent electronic communication lines. These may
be indexical signs, associations with the international electronic business
of this corporation.

AT&T 

® ® 

Figure 1.4 Two corporation logos: Travelers and AT&T 

Find in a magazine or an old (!) telephone book two more corporation logos 
which mix symbolic, in·dexical, and/or iconic aspects. Draw them or cut them 
out and attach them to a piece of paper, and briefly describe, as in the examples 
(a) and (b) above, the types of signs which they illustrate.

PRACTICE 

PRACTICE 
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linear order, and for choosing among allomorphs. There is often good evidence 
for this when children say things like rided, foots, and gooder, instead of rode, 
feet, and better. When children have not heard the former, they must have formed 

these words as the pro<;lucts of the grammar they have created. 

As adults we continue to do this sort of analysis, on speech and on written 
language. Hearing the pronunciation [;m6yshows], for example, given its context 
of occurrence, we decide whether this represents 'a nice house' or 'an ice house'. 
Seeing words like cyberspace, cybertalk, and cybersex, we abstract knowledge of 
a new morpheme cyber, a noun-prefix meaning something like 'having to do 
with computer-assisted communication'. 

3.2. Morphological analysis of language data: Sidamo verbs 

3.2.1. Data 
Consider the following quite typical morphological data concerning verbs of 

the Ethiopian language Sidamo, written phonemically. The linguistic analysis of 
these data involves the same learning process as the child's: isolating and listing 
the morphemes and finding the rules, or generalizations, necessary for combining 
these morphemes into words. 

SIDAMO VERBS 

1. aganno 'he drinks' 11. agi 'he drank' 
2. muri 'he cut' 12. itanno 'he eats' 

3. giiranno 'he burns' 13. murtu 'she cut' 

4. la.?i 'he saw' 14. umi 'he dug' 

5. umanno 'he digs' 15. ittu 'she ate' 

6. fanru 'she opened' 16. runtu 'she cursed' 

7. rumi 'he cursed' 17. runtanno 'she curses'

8. murtanno 'she cuts' 18. la2anno 'he sees'

9. untu 'she dug' 19. untanno 'she digs'

10. fani 'he opened' 20. rumanno 'he curses'

3.2.2. Analysis 
Notice in the data that the meaning 'drink' is always associated with the

phoneme sequence /ag/. This morpheme, /ag/ 'drink', is a verb stem, always

followed by something else within a word. Also notice in the data that the

meaning 'he, past tense' is always associated with the form Iii. This morpheme,

Iii 'he, past tense', is a suffix, always attached to a verb stem.

3.2.2.1. Lexicon. Continuation of such analysis, matching meanings with

forms, will result in the following list of associations: a partial lexicon of Sidamo

consisting of 12 morphemes, eight verb stems and four verb-subject suffixes,

again written phonemically. 
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LEXICON OF SIDAMO VERBS 

ag- 'verb, drink' ru(m, n)- 'verb, curse' 

mur- 'verb, cut' it- 'verb, ,eat' 

gur- 'verb, burn' -anno 'he, present' 

lat- 'verb see' 
' 

-i 'he, past' 

u{m, n}- 'verb, dig' -tanno 'she, present' 

fan- 'verb, open' -tu 'she, past' 

/ 'd. ' d
Two of the verb morphemes each have two allomorphs, /um, un- ig an 

/rum, run-/ 'curse'. Analysis will show that the forms that end in In/ (/un-, run-/)

appear before the two suffixes which begin with /ti, /-tu/ and /-tanno/, and the forms

that end in /m/ (/um-, rum-/) appear before the suffixes which begin with vowels.

3.2.2.2. Rules. Thus we can give the following morphological rules for Sidamo 
verbs employing the above twelve morphemes. 

RULES FOR SIDAMO VERBS 

a. A verb consists of a verb stem and another morpheme expressing person,
gender and tense.

b. The person/gender/tense morpheme is a suffix on the verb stem.
c. Of morphemes ending in both Im/ and· In!, the allomorph with /n/

appears with suffixes beginning with It/ and the allomorph with /m/
appears otherwise.

Analysis might be carried farther, and the rules might be stated differently. For 
example, we could separate the /ti of -/tanno/ and /-tu/ as a separate morpheme 
meaning 'feminine', so that /-anno/ and /-u/ are just '3rd person', understood as 
masculine ('he') when feminine It-I is absent. We could say that the verb-stem 
allomorph with final /m/ appears with suffixes beginning with vowels, and the 
allomorph with /n/ appears otherwise. We could even say that the /n/ of mor
phemes which end in /m/ is the result of changing the /m/ to /n/ when a following 
suffix begins with It/. Such data typically present a number of possibilities of 
analysis. As more and more data are examined, some of these possibilities have 

to be rejected. 
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Suggestions for 

ADDITIONAL READING 

Words, and how we organize them in our 
mental dictionary, are the topic of Words in the

Mind (1994) by Jean Aitchison. Two textbooks 
for the advanced study of morphology are Morpho

logical Theory (1991) by Andrew Spencer, and 
Cu"ent Morphology (1992) by Andrew Carstairs
McCanhy. Lexical and grammatical categories in 
a variety of languages are surveyed in volume 3 
of Language Typology and Syntactic Description:

Grammatical Categories and the Lexicon (1992) 
edited by Timothy Shopen. 

At this point, some readers may want to 
refresh their -�tudy and understanding of English 
grammar. Good books for this purpose are 
English Grammar: an Outline (1995) by Rodney 
Huddleston, and English Grammar: Principles and
Facts (1995) by Jeffrey P. Kaplan. 

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS AND 

TERMS IN THIS CHAPTER 

■ lexicon

■ mental dictionary

■ lexical entries
■ parts of speech

■ nouns

■ verbs
■ adjectives
■ subject-verb agreement

■ noun classes

■ citation forms

1. Lexicon

1. Organization of the lexicon
2. Lexical morphology: pans of speech

1. Nouns
2. Verbs
3. Adjectives

3. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives in Amharic

■ topic
■ subject
■ object
■ causative
■ intransitive verb
■ transitive verb
■ morphological rule
■ morphophonemic rule
■ hierarchical structure
■ morphological analysis

OUTLINE OF 

CHAPTER 5 
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PRACTICE 

4. Grammatical morphology in English and other languages

1. Subject-verb agreement
2. Swahili noun classes

3. Spanish verb classes
4. Japanese topics, subjects, and objects

5. Amharic causative verbs

2. Morphological rules
1. Morphology of possessive nouns in English
2. .Morphology of possessive nouns in Amharic
3. Hierarchical structure of words

3. Morphological analysis of languages
1. Morphological analysis in language .learning
2. Morphological analysis of language data: Sidamo verbs

1. Data
2. Analysis

1. Lexicon
2. Rules

EXAMPLES AND PRACTICE 

1. Morphemes in the mental dictionary. Unlike in book-dictionaries, words can
be accessed in our mental dictionaries in various ways: by first phoneme, first

letter, synonymy, rhyme, semantic feature, association in a context, etc.

Fill in the blanks with words· which you access in your English mental dictionary 
according to the characteristic at the top of each column. A few of the blanks are 

filled in as examples. 

First First Associated 
phone letter Synonym Rhyme Opposite word 

a. love adore dove hate 
b. send sit letter 
c. happy help 

d. cat

e. apple

f. quick

g. over

h. new
I. harm

J. road
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2. Word structure. It was noted in S2.3, above, that unenjoyable may be said to

have the structure (un [enjoy+ able]] and resettlement the structure [[re+ settle]

ment]. This is so because enjoy+ able is a likely combination but un + enjoy is
not, and re + settle is a likely combination but re + Noun is not.

Match the six words (a)-(f) with the six word structures of figure 5.1, by writing 
the parts of the words in the blanks: (a) engagements, (b) remagnetize, (c) 
winterizes, (d) nonconformist, (e) darkened, (f) predemocratic. The first step 

should be to match the part of speech of each word (noun, verb, or adjective) 
with that shown at the top of each structure. 

1. Adj

• • • 

4. V

V 

• • • 

Figure 5.1 Six word structures 

2. V

V 

• 

5. N

• 

3. N

N 

/\ 
I \ 

• •• • • • 

6. V

• • • • • 

3. Data analysis I: Amharic nouns. The following list of Amharic nouns, written

phonemically, includes twelve morphemes: five nouns and seven suffixes. 'M.sg.'

and 'f .sg.' mean 'masculine singular' and 'feminine singular', respectively; Iii is a
high central unrounded vowel, not ordinarily heard in English.

1. bet 'house' 
2. bete 'my house'
3. betis 'your (f.sg.) house'

4. betih
5. f.u�soc

6. far�se

'your (m.sg.) house' 
'horses' 
'my horse' 

PRACTICE 
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7. for;,sis 'your (f.sg.) horse' 

8. forJsih 'your (m.sg.) horse' 

9. kisoc 'pockets' 
10. kise 'my pocket' 
11. kists 'your (f.sg.) pocket' 
12. kisih 'your (m.sg.) pocket' 
13. betoce 'my houses' 
14. betocis your (f.sg.) houses' 
15. betaccin 'our house' 
16. far:>sacetn 'our horse'
17. s:>?atoc 'clocks' 

18. betu 'his house' 
19. betocu 'his houses' 

20. kiswa 'her pocket' 

21. kisocwa 'her pockets' 

22. far:>swa 'her horse' 

23. far;,socwa 'her horses' 

24. s:>?ataccin 'our clock' 

25. far:>socu 'his horses' 

26. z:>m:>de 'my relative' 

27. z:>m:>doce 'my relatives' 

28. z:>m:>docacdn 'our relatives'

(a) Analyze the words into their morphemes and make a list of the morphemes
(phonemic forms and meanings). Your list should include, for example:

/bet/ 'house' 
I-el 'my' 

(b) Suppose we add to the list the following vowel-final nouns and their plurals.
How does the analysis have to changed? (/k1

/ is a glottalized e1ective velar stop).

29. b:>k 1lo 'mule' 
30. b:>k1lowoc 'mules'

eliwoc 
-�

WtSO 

31. eli 'tortoise' 

32. 
33. 
34. wisawoc

'tortoises' 
'dog' 
'dogs' 

4. Data analysis II: Sidamo sentences expressing possession. In these phonemically
written Sidamo sentences there are 18 morphemes: one verb stem, nine verb
affixes including seven verb-subject suffixes, seven nouns, and one quantifier.

1. basu noo.?e 'I have a cat.' 
2. mini noohe 'You (sg.) have a house.' 
3. saa noosi 'He has a cow.' 
4. wati noose 'She has money.' 
5. Tiro noonke 'We have wealth.' 
6. mini noo.?ne 'You (pl.) have a house.' 
7. Tiro noonsa 'They have wealth.' 
8. basu dinoo.?e 'I don't have a cat.' 
9. m1m nooseni 'Does she have a house?' 

10. saa noo.?ne 'You (pl.) have a cow.' 
11. saa dinoosini 'Doesn't he have a cow?' 
12. wasi dinoose 'She doesn't have a dog.' 
13. ulla nooheni 'Do you (sg.) have land?' 
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14. lowo ulla dinoo.?e 'I don't have much land.'
15. lowo saa noohe 'You (sg.) have many cattle.' 

Analyze the Sidamo sentences and list the 18 morphemes (form and meaning). 
Your list should include, for example, /basu/ 'cat'. 

5. Data analysis III: Samoan sentences (data from Langacker 1972). Samoan is
the language of Samoa. Study these Samoan sentences, written phonemically.
There are 16 morphemes.

1. · e fa.?apa.?ii e faife.?au le niu
2. sa pu.?e e le fafine le pusi
3. e fa.?apa.?ii e le fafine niu
4. e pu?e upega siaosi
5. sa pat ii le pusi
6. sa pu.?e le upega le faifetau
7. e patii le upega
8. sa fa.?apatii e malia le latau
9. sa pu.?e e siaosi le pusi i le upega

10. e pU(e e le faifetau le pusi i upega

'A missionary fells the coconut palm.' 
'The woman caught the cat.' 
'The woman fells a coconut palm.' 
'A net catches George.' 
'The cat fell.' 
'The net caught the missionary.' 
'The net falls.' 
'Mary felled the tree.' 
'George caught the cat with the net.' 
'The missionary catches the cat with 

a net.' 

List the 16 Samoan morphemes (form and meaning). There are two morphemes 
with the form /e/. One of these has grammatical function unlike anything in 
English; describe its meaning as precisely and concisely as you can. 

PRACTICE 

PRACTICE 



SENTENCES 

AND SYNTAX 

This chapter is about the nature of syntax, sentence structure, especially the 
unbounded length of sentences, how this unboundedness is possible, and how we 
deal with it through abstract knowledge. 

1. UNBOUNDEDNESS OF SYNTAX 1 
· 

Every language has a certain number of phonemes, and an inventory of mor
phemes (a mental dictionary), but there can be no inventory of sentences. This is 
apparent in the fact that every day, repeatedly, we freely speak and understand 
sentences which we have never spoken or heard before. Probably, indeed, the 
reader has never before encountered any of the sentences in this book. Despite 
their complete novelty as whole sentences, hopefully you will have little difficulty 
understanding them. Take the following quite ordinary sentence, presumably 

new to you: 

The corner grocery sells motor oil but it closes at ten. 

The words are few and ordinary, and the topic mundane, just like most of the 
sentences we utter and encounter. It is likely, indeed, that most sentences which 

we encounter are new to us, because the number of sentences of a language is 

unbounded. 

Even the length of sentences is unbounded. Given any sentence in any lan

guage, no speaker of the language will have difficulty adding one more word to 

it: 

What? What happened? What happened next? Guess what happened next. I 
guessed what happened next. You know I guessed what'happened next. Do 



2.2. Parts of speech 

PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES 111 

In our formal grammar with phrase structure rules, the parts of speech such as 
determiner, noun, and verb appear as the 'terminal nodes' at the bottom of the 
tree. We can partially understand our knowledge of the parts of speech, then, as 

knowledge of where words of particular types may be 'plugged in' at the bottom 
of tree diagrams. In the tree diagram of figure 7.3, the and some are determiners, 
pigs and slop are nouns, ate is a verb, and nice is an adjective. Provided we plug 
in the words appropriately, basic requirements of the grammar are fulfilled: the 
nice slop ate some pigs is somewhat sensible or grammatical, if a bit unusual, 
meaning-wise, whereas plugging in words in complete violation of their parts of 
speech yields a fully ungrammatical sentence, just a string of words, really, as in 
"'some the nice ate slop pigs. 

2.3. Heads and modifiers 

The head of a phrase is always the included word of the category of the phrase, 
and the other words are specifiers or modifiers, by rule 3 (a distinction not 
developed here). Thus the head of an NP is its N, of VP its V, etc. There is an 
ambiguity when we talk about subject, object, etc.: the subject of a sentence is 
the highest NP of that sentence, and the head of that NP. 

3. SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES OF VERBS

3.1. Four types of verb complement 

In addition to specifying syntactic functions, the phrase structure rules formalize 
our knowledge about verbs and their possible verb complements within the predicate 
(VP). This is so, because the phrase structure rules establish or define a relatively 
small number of structures, or frames, within which verbs may appear. Rule 5 for 
English, for example, defines the verb phrase as having, after the verb, maybe a 
noun, maybe an adjective, maybe a sentence, and maybe none of these. The rule 
thus defines four syntactic categories of verb: (a) verbs which take nouns as their 
complements, (b) those which take adjectives, (c) those which take sentences, and 
(d) those which have no complement. Following are five examples of each type:

EXAMPLES OF TYPES OF ENGLISH VERB 

ACCORDING TO THEIR COMPLEMENTS 

Noun Adjective Sentence No 

Complement Complement Complement Complement 
see be say fall 

eat look imagine smile 
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Phenomena known as overextension and underextension show that first lan
guage learners often have word meanings which are broader or narrower than 
those which adults have and which the children will, eventually, acquire. 

In overextension a word has a broader range of meaning than the apparently 
equivalent adult word. The child's word for 'dog', for example, may be used for 
cats and various stuffed animals. Its meaning seems to be something like 'furry 
animal-like thing'. The child's word for 'daddy', unhappily for daddy, may be 
used for all large human males. Underextensions are also seen, in which a word 
has a narrower range of meaning than the apparently equivalent adult word. A 
child's word for 'dog', for example, may be used for a single dog, as if it were, in 
fact, the dog's name. 

2.2.7. MLU 

'MLU' abbreviates 'mean length of utterance'. It expresses the average number 
of morphemes in one of the child's utterances - not always recognizable as 
sentences. MLU is difficult to calculate, but, counted according to strict 
understandings about what qualifies as a morpheme and as an occasion of use of 
a morpheme, it appears that by about eighteen months, a year and a half, an 
English-learning child's MLU may often average one and a half. The child has 
virtually no bound morphemes at this time, so each morpheme is a word, basic
ally, and MLU expresses the average number of words per utterance. A good 
average for MLU ar age three appears to be about three, or twice thatof MLU at 
one and a half. 

2.3. Two-word sentences 

2.3.1. Telegraphic speech 
The second stage of two-word sentences, from about 18 months, is character

ized by telegraphic speech, so termed because the child learner's utterances at this 
time are like those of a telegram, lacking grammatical morphemes. Telegrams 
were paid for according to the number of words, so senders of telegrams would 
omit the unnecessary words and these were mostly grammatical morphemes: 
for example, 'Having wonderful time; wish you here', rather than 'we are having 
a wonderful time, and wish that you were here'. The absent words are, a, and, 

that, and were are all grammatical morphemes (and among the most frequent 
words of the language). A child at this stage says things like 'There rabbit'_, not 
'There's a rabbit,' and 'Snowy gone', not 'Snowy is gone'. 

2.3 .2. Syntax of two-word sentences 
When children first begin to assemble sentences with two or more words, there 

is already evidence of lexical and grammatical structure. Words appear to be 
classified by the child into two groups, which might be called object words, of 


